
COMP110 - Optional WS5 - Name: PID:

1. Given the functional interfaces defined below, follow the instructions for each subquestion below.

1.1 On one line only, define a function of type Predicate<number> named isEven that has a number param-
eter and returns true if that number is even and false otherwise.

let isEven = (x: number) => x % 2 === 0;

1.2 On one line only, define a function of type Transform<string, number> named toLength that takes in
a string parameter and returns the length of that string.

let toLength = (str: string) => str.length;

1.3 Define a function of type Reducer<number, number> named max that takes in two numbers and returns
the larger of the two.

let max = (memo: number, element: number) => {

if (memo > element) {

return memo;

}

return element;

};

1.4 Using the functions that you have just defined as well as filter, map, and reduce, write a function call
that returns the largest length of an even-lengthed string in a list of strings named list.

reduce(filter(map(list, toLength), isEven), max, 0);

2. Answer the questions below using the following classes:

1 class CoffeeBlend {

2 caffeinePerOunce: number = 0; // in milligrams

3 flavor: string = "";

4 }

5

6 class CupOJoe {

7 ounces: number = 0;

8 caffeineContent: number = 0; // in milligrams

9 flavor: string = "";

10 }
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2.1 Write a function named brewCoffee that has two parameters – a CoffeeBlend object named blend and a
number named ouncesToBrew (representing the number of ounces to brew) – and returns a CupOJoe object
made using that blend. This means that the CupOJoe object you return should match the flavor of the blend,
contain the number of ounces given by ouncesToBrew, and should have a total caffeine content derived from
ouncesToBrew and the blend’s caffeine content per ounce.

let brewCoffee = (blend: CoffeeBlend, ouncesToBrew: number): CupOJoe => {

let cup: CupOJoe = new CupOJoe();

cup.ounces = ouncesToBrew;

cup.caffeineContent = blend.caffeinePerOunce * ouncesToBrew;

cup.flavor = blend.flavor;

return cup;

};

2.2 Computer scientists need a lot of caffeine to function properly. Write a function named lotsaCaffeine
with one parameter – a Node of CoffeeBlend objects named blends – that finds the CoffeeBlend object in the
list with the largest caffeinePerOunce value and returns a 72oz CupOJoe object made using that CoffeeBlend
(hint: you should be using the brewCoffee function you defined in part 1. For the base case, simply return a
CupOJoe object with the default property values.

let lotsaCaffeine = (blends: Node<CoffeeBlend>): CupOJoe => {

if (blends === null) {

return new CupOJoe();

}

let currentCup: CupOJoe = brewCoffee(first(blends), 72);

let maxFromRestOfList: CupOJoe = lotsaCaffeine(rest(blends));

if (maxFromRestOfList.caffeineContent > currentCup.caffeineContent) {

return maxFromRestOfList;

} else {

return currentCup;

}

};
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3. In set theory, a set is considered to be reflexive if every element in the set is related to itself. In our program,
an Element is related to itself if an Element with the same value as itself is contained in its own relationList
property. For example, an Element whose value property is 5 and whose Elements in its relationList have the
values 1, 2, and 5 is related to itself, but an Element whose value property is 3 and whose Elements in its
relationList have the values 1 and 2 is not related to itself.

1 class Element {

2 relationList: Node<Element> = null;

3 value: number = 0;

4 }

3.1 Define a function named relatedToSelf that takes in an Element and a Node of Elements that returns
true if any Elements in the list have the same value property as the value property of the given Element and
returns false otherwise.

let relatedToSelf = (element: Element, list: Node<Element>): boolean => {

if (list === null) {

return false;

} else {

if (first(list).value === element.value) {

return true;

} else {

return relatedToSelf(element, rest(list));

}

}

};

3.2 Define a second function named setIsReflexive that takes in a Node of Elements and returns true if every
Element in the list is related to itself and returns false otherwise. Note: setIsReflexive should make use of
relatedToSelf.

let setIsReflexive = (list: Node<Element>): boolean => {

if (list === null) {

return true;

} else {

if (relatedToSelf(first(list), first(list).relationList)) {

return setIsReflexive(rest(list));

} else {

return false;

}

}

};
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4. Given the code listing below, draw an environment diagram paused at the moment Line 22 is reached.

1 class A {

2 a: number = 0;

3 }

4

5 export let main = async () => {

6 let a = new A();

7 let m = 10;

8 x(m);

9 z(a);

10 print(a.a);

11 print(m);

12 };

13

14 let x = (m: number): void => {

15 m = m + y(m) + m;

16 y(m);

17 print(m);

18 };

19

20 let y = (m: number): number => {

21 m += 2;

22 // Break Here

23 return m;

24 };

25

26 let z = (n: A): void => {

27 n.a += 5;

28 let a = n.a;

29 a++;

30 };

31

32 main();

Stack
Globals

Heap

The following questions are about the state of
the program at the moment the evaluation is paused
at the breakpoint. If a question is asked about a
name that has not been initialized, then respond
with undefined.

4.1 From y’s frame, use name resolution to lookup
the value of the expression m. What is the value?
12

4.2 How many objects or arrays are on the heap?
1

4.3 How many frames is the name a bound in?
1

4.4 Including the frames for globals and main, how
many frames are on the stack when the breakpoint
is reached?
4

4.5 What is the printed output of this program
once it completes?
32, 5, 10
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5. In the space below, define a function named isPalindrome. Given an input string named str, isPalindrome
should return true if str is a palindrome (the same forwards and backwards) and false otherwise. Within the
isPalindrome function, define a new function named isPalindromeRecur that has two parameters: a string
named str and a number named index. isPalindromeRecur should recursively determine if the input string
is a palindrome. After you have defined isPalindromeRecur, return a call to it with appropriate arguments
within the isPalindrome function.

let isPalindrome = (str: string): boolean => {

let isPalindromeRecur = (str: string, index: number): boolean => {

if (index <= 0) {

return true;

} else if (str[index - 1] !== str[str.length - index]) {

return false;

} else {

return isPalindromeRecur(str, index - 1);

}

}

return isPalindromeRecur(str, str.length);

};
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